
Year 9  Science 
 

What will be studied?  

Topic(s)  

    
• Biology: Cells – Students start with a refresher of what they learnt at KS3. They 

look at animal, plant and bacterial cells in more detail than before – understanding 
the role of each organelle inside a cell. Students look at how substances move into 
and out of cells and the medical use of stem cells. Students develop practical skills 
in the use of a microscope and using measuring equipment to make accurate 
measurements.   

• Organisation – Students look at the digestive system and the circulatory system in 
detail, as well as organisation in plants. Students will have to apply their knowledge 
on animals to plants and compare the differences and justify the differences.   

• Chemistry: atomic structure and the periodic table - Students build upon 
knowledge gained in Year 8 where they look at the periodic table as a tool for 
chemists.  They review theories of atomic structure and look at why ideas change 
in the science community. They look at groups of the periodic table in detail and 
the reactions that occur.   

• Structure and bonding – Students look at the particle model – a topic they first 
visited in Year 7. They use the particle model to understand the attractions that 
hold atoms and ions together. Students look at a number of materials and how the 
bonding between their particles gives the materials their properties.   

• Physics: Energy and energy resources - Students build up their knowledge of energy 
from KS3 to look at different types of energy transformations. Students start to 
apply mathematical equations to their physics knowledge. GCSE students have a list 
of formulae they are required to learn and apply.   

• Particles - Students work in this unit links to chemistry taught in Year 8. Students 
look at changes of state and how the heat transfers in these processes cause bonds 
to break.    

How do you assess the learning?   
All units are assessed with end of unit examinations. These are 45-55 minute tests based 
on the learning of the unit. At the beginning of the unit students are given a ‘student 
overview’ which outlines what will be covered and page numbers corresponding to the 
online textbook for students to work independently.   
Teachers arrange opportunities in the lesson for students to present work and do individual 
and group projects.    
  
  

  
  
 
 
 
 



End of Year Examination  

How will I be assessed at the end of the year?  

Students are given a one hour final assessment consisting of questions on the topics taught 
in Year 9. Students will need to recall content taught in Year 7 and Year 8 as well. Students 
will be assessed on any of the practicals they have done throughout the year.  This also 
covers the skills that students have learned and students will be assessed on their ability to 
apply the knowledge they have gained in one topic to another. For example, they may have 
used a specific piece of equipment in a physics practical – in their exam they may be explain 
how they would use this in a biology practical.     

  

How can I help my child?  

Guidance and advice  

  
• Kerboodle.com – all students have login details for a free version of the textbook 

used in lessons. This also includes videos, support and extension activities.  
• BBC Bitesize – KS3 Science. Students can find animations, explanations and 

questions on this site – organised as Biology, Chemistry and Physics.   
• Collins Science KS3 Revision - Collins provide KS3 revision books based on the 

AQA KS3 science syllabus.   
• Doddlelearn.co.uk - KS3 Science. Students can find animations, power points 

explanations and questions on this site – organised as Biology, Chemistry, Physics 
and working scientifically.  
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